Name of student chapter: FISAT ACM STUDENT CHAPTER
Address: Department of Computer Science,
    Federal institute of science and technology,
    Hormis Nagar, Mookannor P.O.,
    Ernakulam- 683577
Number of members in chapter: 75
URL of website: www.acm.fisat.ac.in
Details of student chapter representatives:
Chairman
Anand J
Email: anandj.fisat@gmail.com
Vice-chairman
Rohit Narayanan
Email: rohitnrynn@gmail.com
Treasurer
Lakshmi A S
Email: aslakshmi97@gmail.com
Faculty sponsor:
Sruthy Suresh,
Assistant Professor,
Department of Computer Science,
FISAT.
Email: sruthyajith@gmail.com

Number of students in our college who are studying undergraduate in computer science and engineering: 480
Number of students in our college who are studying postgraduate in computer science: 20

Essay about website:
As a part of ACM student chapter activities, ACM SB OF FISAT conducted WEB DESIGNING COMPETITION among students to bring out the vibrant talents of them. Various students participated in the competition actively. The website created by SREE HARI K VIJAYAN was the best website which satisfies all the rules and regulations of the competition. And hence he was declared as the winner. His design was simple, accurate, had extra features which stand unique from others. The template used in the website is free from license. He was awarded with goodies for his efforts and hard work. The site was officially hosted on 30th March, 2017 as a part of annual CSE day of FISAT. The site is maintained by WEBMASTER. Currently this work is assigned to website competition winner SREEHARI K V who has newly joined ACM.